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Dear Teacher,
As you know, Macmillan Education has been advancing learning 
for over 176 years. Since the earliest days, we have established 
ourselves as a world leading publisher by building strong 
partnerships with educators, innovating in pedagogy and digital 
content, and inspiring learners to achieve more. 

Our highest priority is to offer the relevant, appropriate, and 
suited material for each educator and student. We are passionate 
about providing students and their teachers with everything they 
need to succeed in education, in the workplace, and in life.

This Catalog provides you with information that will allow you to 
make the best choice according to your needs and objectives. In 
it, you will notice how all of these materials are aimed at:

•  listening carefully to the needs of teachers and learners, 
translating this knowledge into insights that shape the future 
state of education.

•  developing highly relevant content and resources that make 
teaching rewarding and learning effective, ensuring measurable 
successful outcomes. 

•  building lasting relationships with teachers and lecturers, 
providing guidance, support and inspiration on their professional 
development journey. 

•  connecting teachers with the latest research, new pedagogies 
and world-class experts, sharing the best in global education 
and making it accessible locally.

As education adapts and changes at an ever-increasing pace, we 
will always be there—empowering the world’s teachers to inspire 
students on their lifelong journeys in education.

Macmillan Education  
Advancing Learning
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Scope & Sequence

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

•  Hello, I’m (Mimi / Dylan). Boy, girl

•  Colors: blue, green, red, yellow, orange, 
pink, brown, purple

•  Family: mommy, daddy, brother, sister, 
grandma, grandpa

•  Where’s (your grandma)? Here / this is 
(my mommy)

•  Classroom objects: book, crayon, eraser, 
pencil, chair, table / Look! It’s (a chair)

•  My face: ear, eye, mouth, nose, hair, teeth 
/ I have a (nose)

•  Clothes: hat, shoes, shorts, t-shirt, boots, 
coat / put on your (hat)

•  Toys: ball, car, doll, teddy, scooter, train / 
what’s this? It’s (a train)

•  Food: apple, banana, cookie, sandwich, 
juice, water / I’m hungry. Are you 
hungry?

•  Beach: crab, ocean, sand, shell, bucket, 
shovel / I can see (a crab). Me too

•  Pets: bird, fish, mouse, rabbit, cat, dog

•  Numbers: 1-10

•  Shapes: circle, triangle, square, rectangle

•  Festivals: carnival, international family day, 
teddy bear day

•  Where’s the (ball)? Here’s the (ball)! It’s 
(blue)

• Numbers: 1-20

•  Classroom: backpack, crayons, glue, 
pencil, pencil case, scissors, paints, paper

•  Do you have (your backpack / a pencil)?

•  My body: arms, feet, hands, head, legs, 
tummy, fingers, toes

•  I can / can’t move my (head). Can you?

•  Clothes: coat, dress, pants, shirt, skirt, 
sweater, shoes, socks

• This is my (skirt)

•  Home: bathroom, bedroom, dining room, 
house, kitchen, living room, garage, yard

•  Is (Sam) in the (garden)? Yes, (he / she is) 
No,(he / she isn’t)

•  Food: apples, bread, cereal, eggs, ice 
cream, milk, bananas, carrots

•  I like (carrots). I don’t like (cereal)

•  Farm animals: cow, dog, duck, goat, hen, 
sheep, horse, rooster

•  The (sheep) goes (baa)

•  Transportation: bike, boat, bus, car, plane, 
train, motorcycle, truck

•  Let’s go by (bus)! Yes. / No.

•  Space: earth, moon, planet, sky, star, sun, 
astronaut, rocket

•  How many (stars) can you see?

•  Shapes: circle, oval, star, triangle, 
diamond, rectangle, square

•  Festivals: peace day, carnival, children’s 
day

• Numbers: 1-100

•  School: color, count, draw, paint, play, 
sing, dance, jump, run, think

•  What do you do at school? I (draw) at 
school

•  I put my (trash) in (the trash can) at (the 
park)

•  Wild animals: crocodile, elephant, hippo, 
lion, monkey, parrot, giraffe, snake, tiger, 
zebra

•  What are those? They’re (monkeys)

•  (Five) little monkeys sitting in a tree. 
You can’t catch me. Along comes Mr. 
Crocodile

•  Daily routines: brush my hair / teeth, get 
dressed, get up, wash my face / hands, 
have breakfast / lunch / dinner, take a 
shower

•  What do you do every day? I (get up)

•  Meals: chicken, pancake, rice, salad, toast, 
yogurt, fish, pizza, soup, spaghetti

•  What do you have for (dinner)? I have 
(soup)

•  Town: mall, museum, movie theater, 
swimming pool, toy store, zoo, bookstore, 
park, restaurant, supermarket

•  Do you want to go to the (zoo)? Yes, 
please / No, thanks. Yes, I do / No, I don’t

•  Music: drum, guitar, maracas, piano, 
recorder, tambourine, clap, dance, listen, 
sing

•  What are you doing? I’m (playing the 
piano)

•  Bugs: ant, bee, butterfly, ladybug, snail, 
worm, legs, spots, stripes, wings

•  Does a (snail) have (spots)? Yes, it does / 
No, it doesn’t

•  Festivals: world book day, world animal 
day, world environment day
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Nursery Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

•  Exposure to left-right 
directionality 

•  Numbers 1–3 

•  Circle and triangle 

•  big / little 

•  up / down 

•  Food can be healthy 

•  Playing together is fun 

•  Being outside is enjoyable 

•  Respecting each other is 
important 

•  Changing words to a song 

•  Categorizing objects 

•  Gluing 

•  Waving, clapping, dancing 

•  Painting, drawing

•  Numbers 1-10 

•  What’s this? A…

•  I’m…

•  What’s your name? My name 
is…

•  How are you? Fine, thank you.

•  My, This is my 

•  That’s cool!

•  Look at the… 

•  Let’s count!

•  It’s…

•  Who’s this?

•  I love my 

•  Happy birthday! 

•  How many…? 

•  Have

•  Me, too! 

•  The colors 

•  Can for ability

•  Numbers 1-20 

•  Is this your…? Yes. Thanks! 

•  What do you see? I see…

•  Who is…? How old is / are…? 

•  How many… do you see? I see… 

•  Descriptions

•  Questions with verb to be and 
short answers

•  Where is / are…? 

•  How many … is / are there? 
There is / There are.

•  The animals

•  Present simple 

•  Yes, please. / No, thank you. 

•  Days of the week

•  This / that, these 

•  Wh- questions 

•  Present continuous 

•  Future going to / going 

•  Want 

•  Prepositions of place 

•  The weather

•  Numbers 1-100

•  At School: board, calendar, 
clock, computer, door,  
window, etc. 

•  Fun and Games: bounce, catch, 
bib, elephant, etc. 

•  Are they (kicking) the balls? No, 
they aren’t. 

•  Clothes: shirt, shoes, jacket, 
mittens, etc. 

•  What do you wear at (school)? I 
wear my (jeans). 

•  Farm Fun: calf, chicks, nest, 
rabbit, etc. 

•  Our Amazing Bodies: back, 
cheeks, shoulders, arms, etc.

•  (Arms) are amazing. We use 
our (arms) to do many things. 

•  Let’s Eat: measure, mix, cheese, 
cupcakes, etc. 

•  (Meg) eats (one) (cupcake). 
How many are left? 

•  At the Beach: waves, boat, 
jellyfish, net, etc. 

•  What do you want to do at the 
beach? I want to (jump in the 
waves). 

•  On the Go: bus, ferry, 
subway, taxi, etc. 

•  How do we get to the (park)? 
We can take a (taxi).

•  Celebrations: graduation, 
parade, party, diploma, etc. 

•  The Name of the Tree: giraffe, 
monkey, turtle, zebra, etc. 

•  Please tell me the name of 
the tree. I can’t remember the 
name. 

•  Recognizing and writing the 
letters of the alphabet

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

•  Colors: red, blue, yellow, orange, green, 
brown, purple

• Numbers: 1-10

• Shapes: circle, square, triangle, rectangle

• School

• Greetings: hello, goodbye

• Clothes

• Body: I’m…

• Toys

• Family: he / she

• Pets: I have a

• Food: I like

• My Town: who are you? I’m a…

• Back to School: can I have a…

• This is me: This is my head

• Numbers: 1-20

• Colors: white, grey, black, pink, purple

• Shapes: oval, star

• I Love my Clothes: what are you wearing?

• It’s my Birthday: How old are you? I’m…

•  Home, Sweet Home: where is the…?  
It’s (under) the (table)

•  Farmer Joe’s Farm: there are (two) 
(roosters) on the farm

• My Favorite Food: I like / I don’t like

• Places in Town: let’s go to the (zoo)

• Numbers: 20-100

•  School is Cool: I have a (paintbrush).  
I’m (painting)

•  Let’s Play: Do you like games? Yes, I like…

•  What to Wear: what are your favorite 
clothes? My favorite clothes are my (pink) 
(swimsuit) and my (green) (sandals)

•  Circus Fun: What can you see? I can see  
a (ringmaster)

•  I Love my Family: Is (she) your (grandma)? 
Yes (she’s) my (grandma)

•  Wild Animals: listen! What’s that?  
That’s a (lion)

•  Yummy Food: I want (pizza), please

•  Going on a Trip: where do you want to go? 
I want to go to the (mountains)

Bebop Doodle Town

Scope & Sequence Scope & Sequence
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Ferris Wheel

• Written by Carol Read, the award-winning young 
learners expert, Ferris Wheel guarantees sound 
pedagogy that works in the classroom.

• Adjustable material to the number of contact hours.

• Engaging animated stories and videos featuring both 
the adorable Meerkat family and real children help to 
promote life skills and values such as sharing or helping 
others.

• All resources in one place, available at a touch of a 
button, including Tap & Teach lessons powered by Navio.

• A series of teacher training videos with demonstrations 
of classroom routines and tips for both novice and more 
experienced teachers.

• Games and rewards in the Student App powered by 
Navio provide engaging language practice and also 
motivate students to learn English outside the classroom.

Ferris Wheel is a three-level course designed 
to give teachers all the tools they need to 
successfully manage groups of energetic 
preschool learners. With the engaging stories 
that students will instantly fall in love with 
and the optimum level of support, teaching 
becomes both effective and enjoyable.

With the unique Hop on & Hop off approach, 
teachers can either hop on and follow the 
unit sequence as it appears in the course, 
or hop off to cover them in the order they 
choose, aligning the English course content 
to any first language syllabus. 

Key features

American  
English

 
Video

  
Audio  

Component

Flashcards

3-5

•  Carol Read

L1    L3

N
EW
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Student’s Book
The Ferris Wheel Student’s Book and Activity Book have eight core units plus a Hello unit. The 
course’s Hop on Hop off approach allows the teacher to use any preferred order. Each unit features  
eight varied lessons to consistently develop a range of skills, as well as motivating children and 
promoting the use of English in their daily classroom interactions.

Each lesson focuses on different aims like 
Vocabulary, Language, Story, Story Song, Speaking, 
Values, Content, and Culture

Socio-emotional awareness 
of specific value related to 
the story

Clear instructions and 
language to be used

Different icons show interaction in the class, 
like look, color, speak, stick, listen, or sing

An easy to do and real, creative, and 
cooperative project

The final pages of the Student’s Book include 
concepts that were covered, for example, 
colors, numbers, and shapes. There are also 
three Festival pages and pull-out sticker 
pages.

For Students

It includes all the songs, videos, and animated stories from the course so that students can review 
them at home and share them with their family. 

Teachers can also access a version of the App from the Class Dashboard. This has the same  
content that students can access at home, but the version is set in Teacher Mode. It includes:

• Interactive language games and rewards

• Animated stories

• Songs and animated song videos

• Real world videos

Student’s App

Activity Book

The Ferris Wheel Activity Book offers further practice of all the language and content which has been 
introduced in the Student’s Book. It has the same modular structure and each page corresponds to 
a Student’s Book page. With a wide range of engaging activity types, students can consolidate their 
learning and further develop their language and motor skills, either in class or at home.

One page per lesson

Color tracing painting and other activities to 
consolidate learning

Fun review of stories

Motor skills developed

Project reinforcement

Use finger paints to paint the classroom objects. Point and say the colors. Talk about the classroom objects 
you have and don’t have. Language: backpack, crayons, glue, paints, paper, pencil, pencil case, scissors; colors; 
The (pencil case) is (red). Do you have (a backpack)? Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. I have (crayons). I don’t have (scissors).

Classroom

hellohellohellohello hellohello 1

8

Story Song

Le
sson

Color or paint Dylan and Mimi’s pictures from the story. Ask and say.
Language: colors; Do you have (red) in your picture? Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. I have (blue) in my picture.

Classroom

hellohellohellohello
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Learning objectives Materials Main vocabulary Key language
• Watch, understand and enjoy the story  

Fun with paint!
• Make a prediction about the story
• Listen and identify the story frame
• Identify classroom objects used in the story

• Class CDs, printable story 
cards, flashcards, Ferris 
Wheel mat, Mimi puppet

• backpack, crayons, glue, 
paints, paper, pencil,  
pencil case, scissors; colors

• Do you have (paper)? Yes, I do. / 
No, I don’t. I have (red) paint.

Lesson 3 Story

Teacher’s tip: Engaging  
children in the story
As you tell the story, use eye contact to 
engage the children. Be ready to repeat 
words and ask questions to support 
comprehension. Show your own interest and 
enthusiasm in the story – it’s contagious!

Circle time

Hello song & puppet (CD1 Track 2; see TB p 17 & 21)
Opening routines (see TB p 16)
Recycling activity (Do you have … ? and classroom 
objects) (see TB p 19)
Lesson aims (see TB p 18)

Introduce the story Fun with paint!

• Say It’s story time! Play the Story rhyme (CD1 Track 4; 
see TB p 17). 

• Say Anna and Sam are listening to a story about 
Mimi and Dylan. Mimi and Dylan are at school. 
Who has fun with paint in the story? Listen to 
children’s answers and respond.

Watch or listen to the story Fun with paint! 

CD1 Track 24

• Watch the video, play the audio, or read the story 
using the printable story cards. Pause, repeat words, 
point to the pictures, ask questions.

• Ask children Who has fun with paint in the story? 
(Dylan, but also Mimi and the other classmates).

• Repeat the story. Encourage children to join in with 
the words and phrases in the story.

• Ask: Do you like the story? Do you like Mimi’s 
picture / Dylan’s picture? 

Look and find.

• Say e.g. Find Dylan’s backpack! Children look at the 
story and point to the picture as fast as they can. 

• Repeat with other objects and characters.

Table time

Student’s Book p 7 

Watch. Listen to the story Fun with paint! 

• Read or play the story again. Children listen and 
follow the story by pointing to the pictures in 
their books.

Circle the classroom objects Dylan uses to do 
his picture. 

• Children find the objects Dylan uses to do his picture 
(paints) and circle them.

Stick the story sticker. 

• Children stick on the story sticker. 
• Say sentences from the story in random order. 

Children point to the correct frames.

Activity Book p 7

Trace and say the 
numbers.

• Children trace and 
say the numbers.

Match to order the 
pictures. 

• They match the  
numbers to the 
pictures to order them.

Circle your favorite picture.

• Children choose and circle their favorite picture.

Closing time

Learning review (see TB p 18)
Closing routines (see TB p 16)
Bye bye song and puppet (CD1 Track 3; see TB p 17 & 21)

Use the Navio App to watch the video, and encourage children to do the same at home.

Story questions
Picture 1
Is Dylan excited about school? (Yes)
What does Dylan have? (Backpack/pencil case/
pencil/crayons/scissors/glue)

Picture 2
Who is the teacher? (Mrs.Cat)
Are the children going to draw? (No)

Picture 3
Is Dylan happy? (Yes)
What color paint does Dylan have? (Red/blue)

Picture 4
What color paint does Dylan have? (Green/
yellow)
Where is the paint? (Everywhere)

Picture 5
What color paint does Dylan have? (Orange/pink)
Is Mimi happy? (No)

Picture 6
What is Dylan’s picture? (The Ferris Wheel)
Is Dylan good? (Yes)

Story33

Le
sson

7

hellohello Trace and say the numbers. Match to order the pictures. Circle your favorite picture.Language: backpack, crayons, glue, paints, paper, pencil, pencil case, scissors; numbers 1–

Classroom

hellohello

FerrisWheelAB2.indb   7

07/12/2018   12:15

Classroom

3

11
Le

sson

5

Vocabulary

Fun with paint!
Classroom

Listen, point and repeat. Listen and play. Stick the classroom object stickers.  
Circle the classroom objects that you have. Say. Language: backpack, crayons, 
glue, pencil, pencil case, scissors; blue, green, orange, pink, red, yellow

hellohellohellohello hellohello1:19 hellohello1:20 hellohello

FerrisWheelPB2.indb   5 17/12/2018   16:38

Mimi Puppet
Mimi comes to life in 
the classroom through 
this engaging puppet. 
The use of a puppet 
is proven to have a 
positive impact on 
student’s motivation 
and participation in 
English class. The 
Teacher’s Book includes 
activity ideas for using 
the puppet. 

ISBN chart
Ferris Wheel Level 1 Student’s Book with Navio App 9781380026606 Ferris Wheel Level 3 Student’s Book with Navio App 9781380026774

Ferris Wheel Level 1 Activity Book 9781380018694 Ferris Wheel Level 3 Activity Book 9781380018717

Ferris Wheel Level 1 Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380026590 Ferris Wheel Level 3 Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380026781

Ferris Wheel Level 1 Audio CD 9781380026637 Ferris Wheel Level 3 Audio CD 9781380026811

Ferris Wheel Level 1 Flashcards 9781380026620 Ferris Wheel Level 3 Flashcards 9781380026804

Ferris Wheel Level 2 Student’s Book with Navio App 9781380026682 Mimi Puppet 9781380027269

Ferris Wheel Level 2 Activity Book 9781380018700 The Wheel Mat 9781380028983

Ferris Wheel Level 2 Teacher’s Book with Navio App 9781380026699 – –

Ferris Wheel Level 2 Audio CD 9781380026729 – –

Ferris Wheel Level 2 Flashcards 9781380026712 – –

Class Audio CD

Flashcards

Wheel Mat

All the audio material from the course, including stories, songs, 
chants, games, and dialogues, can be found on the Class Audio CD.

Photographic flashcards are 
provided for every key vocabulary 
item in the course. The Teacher’s 
Book includes a bank of recycling 
games using flashcards.

The Wheel Mat is a flexible and adaptable teaching 
resource which can be used for a wide range of interactive 
activities and games. It can be placed on the floor or hung 
on the wall, and flashcards or real objects can be put in 
the pockets to play a wide range of motivating language 
games. The Teacher’s Book includes activity ideas for using 
the Wheel Mat.

For Teachers

Teacher’s Book
Detailed lesson plans, interleaved with the Student’s Book pages, allow teachers to navigate the 
course with ease. Learning objectives, materials listings, teacher’s tips, and audioscripts are all at 
their fingertips to reduce planning time and ensure lessons run smoothly. Banks of activities and  
tips for using the flashcards, puppet, and mat are provided in the front of the Teacher’s Book.

Interleaved Student’s Book

35

Learning objectives

Materials

Main vocabulary

• Identify and name classroom objects

• Listen and point to classroom objects

• Identify which classroom objects children have

• Class CDs, flashcards, Ferris Wheel mat, 

Mimi puppet

• backpack, crayons, glue, pencil, pencil case, 

scissors

35

Teacher’s tip: Identifying  

objects by touch

As well as playing vocabulary games 

with the flashcards, play them using 

real classroom objects, either in a 

feely bag or in the pockets of the Ferris Wheel 

mat. Identifying objects by touch is a helpful, 

kinesthetic way for children to remember 

new words.

Circle time

Hello song & puppet (CD1 Track 2; see TB p 17 & 21)

Opening routines (see TB p 16)

Lesson aims (see TB p 18)

Introduce classroom objects.

• Use the puppet and real items in a backpack to 

introduce the classroom objects. Say each word 

and the children repeat it.

• Put the Ferris Wheel mat on the board or the floor 

with the classroom object flashcards face down 

(one on each color). Use the puppet to turn over and 

name each flashcard. The children repeat the words.

Game: Find the object! 

• Name the objects in turn and ask one or two children 

to find and touch the correct flashcards as fast as 

they can.

Game: Say the color! 

• Name the objects and children say the color of 

the wheel. Then do it in reverse. 

Table time

Student’s Book p 5 

Listen, point and repeat. 

• Play the audio. The children listen, point to each 

object as they hear it, and repeat the words. 

CD1 Track 19

Mimi: Look Dylan! Backpack … pencil case …  

pencil … crayons … scissors … glue. 

Repeat, Dylan!

Dylan: Yes, Mimi. Backpack … pencil case … 

pencil … crayons … scissors … glue.

Mimi: Very good, Dylan. Let’s name the classroom 

objects together! 

Both: Backpack … pencil case … pencil … 

crayons … scissors … glue.

Listen and play. 

• Use finger in air to pretend to spin wheel. Children 

spin their fingers, point to the color when they hear it 

on the audio and say the word. 

CD1 Track 20

Mimi: Spin the wheel 

 One, two, three

 Point and name 

 The classroom objects with me!

Mimi: Red … backpack!

Dylan: Orange … pencil!

Mimi: Yellow … crayons! 

Dylan: Blue … pencil case!

Mimi: Pink … scissors!

Dylan: Green … glue

• Play the game with you and/or individual 

children naming colors and others responding 

with the words.

Stick the classroom object stickers.

• Children stick the classroom object stickers in the 

correct places.

Circle the classroom objects that you have. 

• Children circle the classroom objects they have.

Say. 

• Children name the classroom objects they have.

Activity Book p 5

Vocabulary 11

Le

sson

5

Fun with paint!Classroom

Look, find and match. Color the objects in your classroom. Point and say.

Language: backpack, crayons, glue, pencil, pencil case, scissors

hellohello

hellohello

hellohello

hellohello

hellohello

FerrisWheelAB2.indb   5

07/12/2018   12:15

Look, find and match. 

• Children find and match the classroom objects. 

Color the objects in your classroom. 

• They color the objects that are in their classroom. 

Point and say.

• Children name the objects.

Closing time

Learning review (see TB p 18)

Closing routines (see TB p 16)

Bye bye song and puppet (CD1 Track 3; see TB p 17 & 21)

Lesson 1 Vocabulary

Use the Navio App to play the vocabulary game, and encourage children to do the same at home.

Classroom

Material 
listing

Teacher’s tips

Activity Book suggestions

Class moments

Suggestions about 
when to use Navio AppInteraction

Review and assesment

Comprehension 
activities

How to use videos

Learning objectives

Components 
interaction

7

22Le
sso

n Language

Classro
om

Listen and fin
d the new classroom objects. Listen, point and sing Have you got your 

school bag? Circle the objects Sam has got. A
sk and say. Language: glue, paints, paper, 

pencil case, school bag, scissors; Have you got your (school bag)? Yes, I h
ave. / No, I h

aven’t. 

hellohello

hellohello
hellohello

hellohello

1:21

hellohello

hellohello

1:22

353535
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22
Lesson

Language

Classroom

Listen and find the new classroom objects. Listen, point and sing Have you got your 

school bag? Circle the objects Sam has got. Ask and say. Language: glue, paints, paper, 

pencil case, school bag, scissors; Have you got your (school bag)? Yes, I have. / No, I haven’t. 

hello
hello

hello
hello hello

hello

hello
hello

1:21

hello
hello

hello
hello

1:22
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Bebop

• The Bebop Band characters bring language to life, 
engaging students in learning through stories and songs.

• Early literacy concepts are introduced in a familiar way 
through storytelling and songs, presenting language in a 
meaningful context.

• Students practice their skills collaboratively through 
videos, Story Songs, Action Songs, and Interactive 
Flashcards.

• Fun activities in the Bebop Band App and Parents’ Guide 
provide a way for parents to practice English with their 
child outside of the classroom.

• A dynamic component mix including a Teacher’s 
Resource Center and a comprehensive Teacher’s Edition 
Pack enables teachers to deliver lively and motivating 
lessons while considerably reducing preparation time.

Bebop is a three-level preschool course that 
teaches English in a playful way. Through 
pairing music and movement with language 
practice, young learners gradually gain the 
confidence to communicate in English.

This course uses a multi-sensory approach 
to teach English language skills in a way 
that recognizes different learning styles and 
engages more than one sense. Bebop adopts 
an innovative approach to Total Physical 
Response (TPR) activities, by introducing 
systems such as American Sign Language to 
support students in learning vocabulary in a 
highly kinesthetic way.

Key features

ELT Catalog 202012

Teacher’s  
Resource  

Center

  
Audio  

Component

 
Presentation  

Kit

 
Video

Flashcards
American  
English

For Students

Student’s Book

Activity Book

The eight topic-based units, with eight lessons per unit present Key language visually, through big 
illustrations; aurally, through songs, Storysongs, and dialogs; and kinesthetically, through Action 
Songs and cut-out puppets. Key vocabulary complemented with visuals of American Sign Language 
helps students retain vocabulary more easily. Storyboard cut-outs at the back of the book, help 
students act out the Storysongs

It mirrors the structure of the Student’s Book allowing students to consolidate and demonstrate 
what they have learned; to further develop critical thinking, and to refine motor skills and visual 
discrimination. There are also end-of-unit Family Time Activities for students to complete with 
their parents and a My Vocabulary Game to review language at the end of each level.

Teacher’s Edition
The Teacher’s Edition is a spiral-bound format interleaved with the corresponding Student’s 
Book pages. It has sections on learning through music, teaching with Total Physical Response, a 
summary of Life Skills, and use of American Sign Language. It includes the class CD.

For Teachers

3-5

• Lorena Peimbert
•  Myriam Monterrubio

L1    L3

Includes characters

Develops early literacy 
through Story songs

Combines music, signs, and 
stories
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ISBN chart
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Student’s Book Pack 9780230452930 9780230453036 9780230453135

Activity Book 9780230452947 9780230453043 9780230453142

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9780230452961 9780230453067 9780230453166

Teacher’s Presentation Kit 9780230453005 9780230453104 9780230453197

Class Audio CDs 9780230452978 9780230453074 9780230453173

Flashcards 9780230452909

The Student’s Book Pack contains the Student’s Book and the Parents Guide. The Teacher’s Edition Pack includes the Teacher’s Edition and Webcode access to the Teacher’s Resource Center. The Teacher’s Presentation Kit 
features the DVD-Rom.

Bebop Band App

Presentation Kit

Teacher’s Resource Center 

Join the Bebop Band to explore a 
colorful world of music and language! 
Developed to accompany the preschool 
course Bebop, but also perfect to use 
independently, the Bebop Band App is a 
fun way for parents to play an active role 
in their students English learning journey.

The Presentation Kit is an enhanced DVD-ROM, featuring 
full-page views of the Student’s Book and Activity Book 
with all the associated multimedia assets integrated. This 
includes the animated Storysongs and Action Song videos, 
with or without subtitles, allowing teachers to project the 
material onto a screen or an interactive whiteboard for 
lively whole-class learning.

The Resource Center offers materials on Letter and 
Number Work, Festival Lesson worksheets, assessment 
and development charts, song lyrics, and the Parent’s Area.
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Doodle Town

• Doodle Town was nominated as a finalist in the British 
Council 2018 ELTons Awards in the Excellence in Course 
Innovation category.

• Students explore English through music, movement, 
creative thinking tasks, dialogues and values, developing 
their language.

• A unique combination of Literacy Skills and Math Skills 
Pads allows students to reinforce new language and 
develop their mathematical and literacy awareness at the 
same time.

• Let’s Doodle and Let’s Talk activities introduce young 
learners to collaboration, learner independence, and 
problem-solving.

• A rich music program consisting of nine different kinds 
of songs, tunes, rhymes, and chants supports lesson 
routines and improves retention of new language.

• Four pillars of whole-child development that go beyond 
language learning: cognitive, creative, socioemotional, 
and physical development.

• CLIL lessons, aligned to the US English Language, Arts 
and Math Common Core Standards, introduce language 
in a meaningful context and provide learners with useful 
academic, subject-specific language for the future.

• The Student Practice Kit, Letter to Parents, and detachable  
parents’ pages provide a strong school-home link.

Doodle Town is a captivating four-level 
preschool course designed to stimulate the 
imagination of young learners and inspire 
learning through a range of visual, audio, and  
hands-on activities. Students explore English 
through movement, dialogues, stories, values,  
and creative thinking tasks which are 
seamlessly integrated as part of the course 
methodology.Teacher’s  

Resource 
Center

 
Student’s  
Resource  

Center

  
Audio  

Component

 
Presentation  

Kit

 
Video

Flashcards

American  
English

Key features

7+

• Caroline Linse
• Elly Schottman
• Anne Stribling

STARTER    L3

Think, explore, create, and 
learn with Doodle Town!

Welcome to the exciting new world of Doodle Town! Children will explore English through 
music, movement, dialogs, stories, values, and creative thinking. They will also be exposed 
to a rich variety of subject-based content based on the US English Language Arts and Math 
Common Core State Standards adapted for kindergarten. Doodle Town is designed to support 
you and your class across the key areas of preschool development.

Think 

Doodle Town supports cognitive development 

through dedicated math and literacy focused 

lessons, and by providing opportunities for 

children to talk about what they see on the page.

Explore 

Doodle Town encourages children to learn about 

the world around them through science, math, 

art, social studies, and physical education.

Create 

Doodle Town includes drawing and role-play 

activities to nurture memory, experience, 

imagination, and observation, which help 

children understand new words and make 

learning connections.

Learn 

Doodle Town develops the whole child by 

fostering social, emotional, cognitive, and 

physical development, which gives children 

the tools to succeed in the next stages of their 

education and lives.

Components:

 Student Book with digital Student  

Practice Kit

 Activity Book

 Literacy Skills Pad

 Math Skills Pad

 Teacher’s Edition  

with digital Presentation  

Kit and Teacher’s  

Resource Center

 Pocket Chart

 Photo Cards

 Doodle Bunny puppet

 Posters

For more information and to download samples visit   
www.macmillanyounglearners.com/doodletown

http://www.macmillanyounglearners.com/doodletown
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For Students

Unit 9
Lesson 3

Project Talk

 AB  83

I want to make a   
What do you want to do 

make a puppet watch TV play a game

Key language: make a puppet, watch TV, play a game; What do you want to do? I want 
to (make a puppet). Activities: 1 Listen and say. 2 Listen, place stickers, and say. 3 Listen 
and circle. 4 Project: Make sock puppets. Role-play.

86

9780230486393__text.indb   86 7/26/16   12:03 PM

day day day

Unit 9
Lesson 4

Let’s Explore

Write the day and draw.  
       sunny          rainy            cloudy           windy

 AB  84 Science and Math Talk. Key language: weather. Subject specific language: chart. 
Activities: 1 Pair share: Talk about the picture. 2 Documentation: Write and draw. 3 Try it 
out! Make a weather chart. 4 Sing Today I Want to Play!

87

9780230486393__text.indb   87 7/26/16   12:03 PM

Stickers

Project 
development CLIL contents

Students are introduced to new vocabulary items with bright images and dialogues, as they doodle 
items of the vocabulary in the book.

Unit 

Unit 9
Lesson 1

cloudysnowy

sunnywindyrainy

Rainy Day9

What’s the weather 
like today 

It’s cloudy 

Key language: rainy, windy, sunny, snowy, cloudy; What’s the weather like today? It’s 
(cloudy). Activities: 1 Listen, point, and say. 2 Listen and say dialog, then role-play. 
3 Language check: Listen and circle. 4 Sing What’s the Weather Like Today?

84

9780230486393__text.indb   84 7/26/16   12:03 PM

Think and Doodle

Unit 9
Lesson 2

 AB  82

What’s the weather like?

Key language: umbrella, bench, puddle, rain, boots, jump; It’s a (rainy) day today. The rain 
falls on our (umbrella). Activities: 1 Listen and say. 2 Pair share: Talk about the picture.  
3 Listen and point. 4 Let’s doodle: Listen and draw. 5 Sing Jump in the Puddles.

85

9780230486393__text.indb   85 7/26/16   12:03 PM

Key language and activities

Vocabulary 
presentation

Cross-references 
to Activity Book

Doodling 
helps boost 
concentration 
and 
memorization

Promotion of 
creative thinking

Children learn 
about the world 
around them

Activity Book

Student Practice Kit

It promotes the drawing of lines, circling vocabulary, and coloring, which aid fine motor skills 
development.

With songs, videos, and language practice games (accessed via code from Student Book and 
available offline after download).

Value s

Unit 9
Lesson 7

 AB  88

All living things need water.
Plants need water.

Animals need water.

Wonderful

1

2

Key language: wonderful, living things, plants, animals, people; We all need (water). 
Activities: 1 Preview and predict with a Picture Walk. 2 Listen to Wonderful Water and 
point. Listen and say. 3 Sing the Values Song We All Need Water.

90

9780230486393__text.indb   90 7/26/16   12:03 PM

Unit 9
Lesson 8

 AB  89

Fish need water.

People need water.

Water is wonderful.

How do you use water?

3

5

4

Key language: Review. Activities: 1 Talk about the story. 2 Listen again and read. 3 Sing 
the Values Song We All Need Water. 4 Think! How do you use water? 91

9780230486393__text.indb   91 7/26/16   12:04 PM

Integrated words 
and sound lessons

Literacy 
development

Integrated fiction and non-fiction textsValues development

Student Book
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Literacy and Math Skills Pads
Early literacy and numeracy are developed throughout the course and with the option to develop 
further with the Skills Pads.

Unit 1
Lesson 5

Key language: What’s your name? My name is (Jill). How are you? Fine, thank you. 
Activities: 1 Preview and predict with a Picture Walk. 2 Listen and point. 3 Say and sing the 
Story Song What’s Your Name? 

What’s Your Name?

My name is Jill.

Hello! What’s your name?

What’s Your Name?

8

9780230486362_text.indb   8 7/7/16   4:09 PM

Unit 1
Lesson 6

Key language: Review. Activities: 1 Listen and point. 2 Say and sing the Story Song 
What’s Your Name? 3 Think of a new verse with Pocket Chart. 4 Act out Story Song.

Hello! How are you?

Fine, thank you.

 AB  6 9

9780230486362_text.indb   9 7/7/16   4:09 PM

Unit 1
Lesson 7

Let’s Count

 AB  7Key language: numbers 1–2; (Two) (crayons). Activities: 1 Trace number and say one.  
2 Place crayon on crayon. Match number to crayon and say One crayon. 3 Repeat for two. 
4 Listen and point. 5 Project: Make number posters.

1   .

2   .

1

2

10

9780230486362_text.indb   10 7/7/16   4:09 PM

For Teachers

Doodle Town Photo Cards
The Photo Cards include meaningful language illustrated with colorful pictures.

Doodle Bunny Puppet 
The Doodle Bunny hand puppet, with its moveable mouth and arms, brings language learning to life 
for your preschoolers.

ISBN chart
Nursery 1 2 3

Student’s Book Pack 9780230492059 9780230491724 9780230492134 9780230492172

Activity Book – 9780230486379 9780230486409 9780230487369

Literacy Skills Pad – 9780230491892 9780230491762 9780230491809

Math Skills Pad – 9780230491724 9780230491731 9780230491779

Teacher’s Edition Pack 9780230492066 9780230492103 9780230492141 9780230492189

Photo Cards 9781786328311

Puppet 9781786328335

(The Student’s Book Pack includes the Student Book and access to the Student Practice Kit. The Teacher’s Edition Pack features the Teacher’s Edition, the Presentation Kit and access to the Teacher’s Resource Center.)

Packed with a Pocket Chart and Posters, it includes a four-page overview at the start of each unit 
for class planning and Learning Center activities. The interleaved teaching notes provide support for 
each lesson, audio scripts, and ideas for using the Pocket Chart to develop literacy. The Teacher’s 
Edition also offers assessment support for mid-year and end-of-year reviews.

With downloadable class audio, videos, and printable resources 
including Print and Play cards, review materials, and letters to 
parents (accessed via code with Teacher’s Edition).

Teacher’s Edition

Digital Presentation Kit 
Features page-faithful versions of the Student Book and Activity Book with class audio, animated 
videos, digital Photo Cards, and language and vocabulary practice games (accessed via the TRC and 
available offline after download). The Presentation Kit can be used with both a projector and  
an Interactive Whiteboard.

The Alphabet

Doodle Town Level 3 © Macmillan Publishers Limited 2017

3

Aa

apple

Bb

bike

Cc

clock

Dd

door

Ee

egg

Ff

ferry

Gg

Gus

Hh

head

Ii

igloo

Jj

jump rope

Kk

Kit

Ll

lime

Mm

Meg

Nn

nest

Oo

octopus

Pp

pail

Qq

quilt

Rr

robot

Ss

sheep

Tt

towel

Uu

uniform

Vv

van

Ww

watch

Xx

x-ray

Yy

yogurt

Zz

zebra

DDL_Poster_3-3a.pdf   1   7/20/16   6:51 PM

Digital Teacher’s Resource Center

It provides downloadable songs, stories, and videos (accessed via code from Student Book).

Parent Website
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Hats on Top

• CLIL-rich content allows children to explore each 
unit theme and build English language skills while 
simultaneously gain knowledge of science, math, social 
studies, and art.

• Hats On Top wiggle songs and cut-out puppet 
conversations add a playful, kinesthetic dimension to 
learning.

• A carefully planned program of literacy and basic math 
skills development, supported by Early Letters and Early 
Numbers parallel workbooks.

• The Teacher’s Edition provides detailed three-step lesson 
plans and a simple and well-organized structure.

• Learning and exploration are supported and extended 
digitally through the Discovery Disc, wich includes 
games as well as interactive stories and songs. 

A beautifully designed four-level course  
for very young children to discover, learn,  
and grow, Hats On Top is the imaginative 
four-level course that engages pre-school 
learners in active discovery of the world 
around them in English. This series is based 
on the concept that students come to 
the classroom with a great deal of world 
knowledge, and this has strong links to key 
development areas and school readiness.

Key features

ELT Catalog 202022

Teacher’s  
Resource 

Center

 
Student’s  
Resource  

Center

  
Audio  

Component

American  
English

7+

• Caroline Linse
• Elly Schottman

STARTER    L3

ISBN chart
Nursery 1 2 3

Student Book & Discovery Disc 9780230453654 9780230444805 9780230444980 9780230445161

Activity Book - 9780230444812 9780230444997 9780230445178

Early Letters - 9780230444911 9780230445086 9780230445239

Early Numbers - 9780230444928 9780230445055 9780230445260

Teacher Edition Pack 9780230444720 9780230444850 9780230445031 9780230445215

Interactive Classroom Pack - 9780230456358 9780230456372 9780230456396

Class Audio CD 9780230444737 - - -

Big Book 9780230444744 9780230444867 9780230445048 9780230445222

Finger Puppets 9780230454118

Concept Mats 9780230444676

(In the Nursery level, the Discovery Disc is replaced by the Take Home CD. The Teacher Edition Pack contains the Teacher Edition and the Teacher Website code. The Interactive Classroom Pack contains the Interactive 
Classroom CD-ROM and the Class Audio CD.)

For Students

For Teachers

• Student’s Book

• Discovery Disk

• Activity Book

• Early Numbers Book

• Early Letters Book

• Big Book

• Teacher’s Edition Pack with detailed teaching notes for each Student’s Book page.

• Interactive Classroom Pack includes: Interactive Classroom CD-ROM with the digital version of the 
Student Book and the Big Book, with integrated audio and animated songs.

• Class Audio CD

• Big Book

• Concept Mats

• Finger Puppets

• Teacher Resource Center
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For information about Macmillan Education,  
visit www.macmillan.com.mx

For information about Macmillan ELT products and resources,  
visit www.macmillanenglish.com

For teaching support tips, resources, and articles, join the 
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